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Abstract
We consider a nonlinear Klein Gordon equation (NLKG) with short range potential with
eigenvalues and show that in the contest of complex valued solutions the small standing waves
are attractors for small solutions of the NLKG. This extends the results already known for the
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation and for the nonlinear Dirac equation. In addition, this extends
a result of Bambusi and Cuccagna (which in turn was an extension of a result by Soffer and
Weinstein) which considered only real valued solutions of the NLKG.
1 Introduction
We consider the following nonlinear Klein Gordon equation initial value problem in (t, x) ∈ R×R3:{
v˙ +Hu+m2u+ |u|2u = 0 and u˙ = v,
u(0) = u0 ∈ H1(R3,C) and v(0) = v0 ∈ L2(R3,C). (1.1)
where H = −∆+ V with V ∈ S(R3,R), the space of real valued and Schwartz functions.
We recall that if H has eigenvalues, then the solutions of the linear version of (1.1), that is with
|u|2u omitted, are formed by various uncoupled oscillators and by scattering continuous modes. In
particular, each eigenvalue can be associated to an invariant linear space in H1×L2. Such invariant
spaces exist near the origin also for the nonlinear problem (1.1) in the form of topological disks which
are tangent to the linear spaces at the origin. In the case of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation,
[9], and of the nonlinear Dirac equation, [11], it as been shown that the union of these disks is an
attractor for all small energy solutions. We will prove the same result for (1.1). This, as in [9, 11],
is non trivial because one might have expect (1.1) to have complicated quasi periodic solutions as
for discrete equations, e.g. [20].
A partial version of the problem addressed here has been considered in [28, 2] (for a further addition
to the result in [28] see also [1]). In particular, in [2] it is shown in quite some generality that when u0
and v0 are real valued then any small energy solution (u(t), v(t)) scatters to the origin, that is ρ = 0
in Theorem 1.5 below. Here we generalize this because we consider u0 and v0 complex valued. In
this latter case (u(t), v(t)) can scatter to small standing waves, which are always not real valued and
therefore could not be seen in [28, 2]. Since the attracting set is more complicated than just a single
point, the result we obtain here is substantially different than [2], and the proof is more elaborate.
Obviously, our paper is motivated by our interest on discrete and continuous modes interactions.
Indeed, if H has no eigenvalues, then the scattering to 0 of all small energy solutions is a standard
consequence of the results on wave operators in Yajima [34].
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Before further comments we introduce some notation, the hypotheses and our main results.
For g, h : R3 → Ci (i = 1, 2 with g = (g1, g2) and h = (h1, h2) if i = 2), we use the real inner product
〈g|h〉 =
{
Re
∫
R3
g(x)h(x)dx, for i = 1,
Re
∫
R3
(
g1(x)h1(x) + g2(x)h2(x)
)
dx, for i = 2.
(1.2)
We introduce the Japanese bracket 〈x〉 :=
√
1 + |x|2 and the spaces defined by the following norms:
Lp,s(R3, X) defined with ‖u‖Lp,s(R3,X) := ‖〈x〉su‖Lp(R3,X);
Hk(R3, X) defined with ‖u‖Hk(R3,X) := ‖〈x〉kû‖L2(R3,X), where û the Fourier transform of u;
Σk(R3, X) := L2,k(R3, X) ∩Hk(R3, X) with ‖u‖2Σk = ‖u‖2Hk(R3,X) + ‖u‖2L2,k(R3,X), (1.3)
where X = C,C2 or R. We assume the following.
(H1) V ∈ S(R3,R), where S(R3,R) = ∩m≥0Σm(R3,R) is the space of Schwartz functions.
(H2) σp(H) is formed by points −m2 < e1 < e2 < e3 · · · < en < 0, where σp(H) is the set of point
spectrum of H . We also assume that all the eigenvalues have multiplicity 1. Moreover, 0 is
neither an eigenvalue nor a resonance (that is, if Hu = 0 with u ∈ C∞ and |u(x)| ≤ C|x|−1
for a fixed C, then u = 0).
(H3) Set ωj =
√
m2 + ej and consider the smallest N ∈ N s.t. N min{ωj ± ωl : j ≥ l} ≥ 2m. We
assume that |∑nj=1mnωn| 6= m for all |m| ≤ 4N + 6.
(H4) The Fermi Golden Rule (FGR) holds: the expression∑
L∈Λ
L 〈GL|δ(−σ3B − L)σ3GL〉 ,
which is defined in the course of the paper (for Λ ⊂ R+ see under (6.15), for GL see (6.19))
and is shown in Sect. 6.2 to be non–negative and to equal the l.h.s. of (6.22), is assumed here
to satisfy inequality (6.22).
We introduce constants
ω˜ = (ω˜1, ..., ω˜2n) with ω˜J = (−1)κJωJ , and
κJ =
{
0 for J = 1, ..., n,
1 for J = n+ 1, ..., 2n,
we set ωJ =
{
ωJ for J ≤ n,
ωJ−n for J > n.
(1.4)
To each ej we associate an eigenfunction φj . We choose them s.t. 〈φj |φk〉 = δjk. Since we can,
we also choose the φj to be all real valued. To each φj we associate nonlinear bound states. For a
proof of the following standard result see Appendix A in [9]. Notice that the real analyticity with
respect to z is also immediate from the fact that the nonlinearity is analytic, see also [20]. Moreover,
for the spaces Σt and the notation DX(v, δ), we refer to Sect. 2.1.
Proposition 1.1 (Bound states). There exists a0 > 0 such that for every j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, and
∀z ∈ DC(0, a0), there is a unique Qjz ∈ S(R3,C) := ∩t≥0Σt(R3,C), s.t.
HQjz + |Qjz |2Qjz = EjzQjz , Qjz = zφj + qjz , 〈qjz |φj〉 = 0, (1.5)
and s.t. we have for any r ∈ N:
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(1) (qjz , Ejz) ∈ Cω(DC(0, a0),Σr(R3,C) × R); and qjz = zq̂j(|z|2), with q̂j(t2) = t2q˜j(t2), for
q˜j(t) ∈ Cω((−a02, a02),Σr(R3,R)), and Ejz = Ej(|z|2) with Ej(t) ∈ Cω((−a02, a02),R);
(2) ∃ C > 0 s.t. ‖qjz‖Σr ≤ C|z|3, |Ejz − ej | < C|z|2.
We set
ωJz :=
{ √
m2 + EJz for J ≤ n,√
m2 + E(J−n)z for J > n
, φJ :=
{
φJ for J ≤ n,
φJ−n for J > n
, qJz :=
{
qJz for J ≤ n,
q(J−n)z for J > n ,
(1.6)
and further set ω˜J as (1.4). Let QJz = zφJ + qJz for all J ≤ 2n. Then u(t, x) = e±itωJzQJz(x) are
solutions to (??). For z ∈ DC2n(0, b0) for b0 > 0 sufficiently small we consider
ΦJ [z] := (QJz , iω˜JzQJz) for z ∈ C and Φ[z] :=
2n∑
J=1
ΦJ [zJ ] for z ∈ C2n. (1.7)
Notice that by the definition of Φ and Proposition 1.1, we have the gauge property Φ[eiθz] = eiθΦ[z].
In L2(R3,C)× L2(R3,C) we consider the symplectic form
Ω(U |V ) := 2 〈J−1U |V 〉 , where J = (0 −1
1 0
)
. (1.8)
Definition 1.2. Let z = (z1, ..., z2n), zJR = Re zJ , zJI = Im zJ . For any z ∈ DC2n(0, b0) with
b0 > 0 be sufficiently small and for ∂JA = ∂zJA we set
Hc[z] := {(η1, η2) ∈ L2 × L2 : Ω(∂JAΦ[z]|(η1, η2)) = 0 ∀ J and A = R, I}. (1.9)
Remark 1.3. Notice that Hc[0] = L2c ×L2c where L2c = PcL2 is the continuous space associated to H
in L2(R3,C). Here,
Pcu = u−
n∑
j=1
(〈u, φj〉φj + 〈u, iφj〉 iφj) . (1.10)
Remark 1.4. By Φ[eiθz] = eiθΦ[z] we have (η1, η2) ∈ Hc[z]⇔ (eiθη1, eiθη2) ∈ Hc[eiθz].
More generally, given a space Σk(R3,C) we write Σkc = PcΣ
k(R3,C). Notice that Pc can be
defined on Σk even if k is negative.
Throughout the paper, we say that a pair (p, q) is admissible when
2/p+ 3/q = 3/2 , 6 ≥ q ≥ 2 , p ≥ 2. (1.11)
The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem 1.5. Assume (H1)–(H4). Then there exist ǫ0 > 0 and C > 0 such that if we set ǫ :=
‖(u(0), v(0))‖H1×L2 < ǫ0, then the solution (u(t), v(t)) of (1.1) can be written uniquely for all times
and with (η(t), ξ(t)) ∈ Hc[z(t)] as
(u(t), v(t)) = Φ[z(t)] + (η(t), ξ(t)). (1.12)
such that there exist a unique J0, a ρ+ ∈ [0,∞)2n with ρ+J = 0 for J 6= J0, s.t. |ρ+| ≤ Cǫ, and there
exists (u+, v+) with ‖(u+, v+)‖H1×L2 ≤ Cǫ and such that, for ulin(u+, v+)(t) = K ′0(t)u+ +K0(t)v+
where K0(t) =
sin(t
√−∆+m2)√−∆+m2 , we have
lim
t→+∞ ‖(η(t), ξ(t)) − (ulin(u+, v+)(t),
d
dt
ulin(u+, v+)(t))‖H1×L2 = 0,
lim
t→+∞
|zJ(t)| = ρ+J .
(1.13)
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Furthermore, we have (η, ξ) = (η˜, ξ˜) +A(t, x) s.t. for all admissible pairs (p, q)
‖z‖L∞t (R+) + ‖(η˜, ξ˜)‖
Lpt (R+,W
1
q
− 1
p
,q
x ×W
1
q
− 1
p
−1,q
x )
≤ Cǫ ,
‖z˙J + iωJzJ‖L∞t (R+) ≤ Cǫ2,
(1.14)
and s.t. A(t, ·) ∈ Σ2 × Σ2 for all t ≥ 0, and
lim
t→+∞
‖A(t, ·)‖Σ2×Σ2 = 0. (1.15)
As we have already mentioned above, this theorem extends [28], which dealt with (u0, v0) both
real valued, n = 1 in (H2), and with the further restriction that 3ω1 > m. It extends also [2] in
the sense that while [2] allows even more general spectra than (H2), [2] considers only (u0, v0) both
real valued. The fact that (u0, v0) both are real valued. and the convergence is to 0 allows in [2]
a simpler choice of coordinates systems. This is key because, like in [2, 9, 11], the main point in
the proof of Theorem 1.5 consists in finding an appropriate system of coordinates where it is easier
to extract an appropriate effective hamiltonian. Indeed, the purpose is to exploit the hamiltonian
nature of the equation to prove damping through dispersion of most of the zJ ’s.
A simple example of this damping mechanism is given is the following, which we quote from [10].
Consider the hamiltonian
H(z, h) = |z|2 + ‖∇h‖2L2 + |z|2z
∫
R2
G(x)h(x)dx + |z|2z
∫
R2
G(x)h(x)dx (1.16)
for which the equilibrium (0, 0) is asymptotically stable, as we sketch heuristically now. We have
ih˙ = −∆h+ |z|2zG and (1.17)
iz˙ = z + 2|z|2
∫
R2
h(x)G(x)dx + z2
∫
R2
h(x)G(x)dx. (1.18)
If we set
h = −|z|2zR+−∆(1)G+ g for R+−∆(1) = lim
ε→0+
R−∆(1 + iε)
and we substitute in (1.18), ignoring g since it is smaller, we get
iz˙ = z − 2|z|4z
∫
R2
GR+−∆(1)Gdx− |z|4z
∫
R2
GR−−∆(1)Gdx.
Recall R±−∆(λ) = P.V.(−∆ − λ)−1 ± iπδ(−∆ − λ) for any λ > 0. Multiplying by z and taking
imaginary part we get
d
dt
|z|2 = −2πc|z|8 with c =
∫
R2
Gδ(−∆− 1)Gdx ≥ 0. (1.19)
We conclude that c ≥ 0 by the following formula, see ch.2 [13]:
c =
1
2
∫
|ξ|=1
|Ĝ(ξ)|2dσ(ξ). (1.20)
Assuming c > 0 (the meaning of hypothesis (H4) is basically this), which is generically true, then
(1.19) yields the explicit formula
|z(t)|2 = |z(0)|
2
(1 + 6πc|z(0)|2t) 13 .
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In the meantime, h scatters because one can apply Strichartz estimates to (1.17).
So the work in all the papers [2, 9, 11], as well as here, consists in finding a coordinate system
where (1.1) has hamiltonian that, up to negligible error terms, is similar to (1.16). In [2] this is
simpler because there the attractor set is formed just by the vacuum solution of (1.1). Here as
well as in [9, 11] the attractor is more complex and leads to solutions with complicated trajectories
around the attractor, as shown in [32], which treats for the NLS a similar problem but only for n = 2
in (H2).
As discussed in [9], the approach in [32] involving guesses on the trajectory of a solution, the
turns of the solution away from unstable standing waves and, usually, its final convergence either
to 0 or to a stable standing wave, appears a considerably difficult task under our hypothesis (H2),
which is much more complex combinatorially than the situation in [32]. In this paper we frame the
problem as in [9] and extend to the NLKG equation the NLS result obtained in [9], exactly as in
[11] the result of [9] has been extended to Dirac equations. It turns out that the NLKG presents no
significant new problems with respect to the NLS. In this sense this paper contains applications of
ideas introduced already in [9]. However, due to the importance of the NLKG, we think the result
in the present paper significant nonetheless. This in view of the fact that, apart from [28, 2] and
[1], not much has been written about the asymptotic stability of standing waves of the NLKG. This
in contrast to the rather extensive literature on asymptotic stability of standing waves of the NLS,
e.g. [25, 26, 24], [4, 5], [30]–[33], [27], [14, 15, 16], [8, 7] and therein, and various other papers on the
problem treated in [9] about the NLS, e.g. [18, 22, 21]. There are even some papers on asymptotic
stability for the nonlinear Dirac equation, e.g. [23, 3, 11].
Now we give a quick description of the proof of Theorem 1.5. Following ideas from [18],
subsequently elaborated in [9], we find a natural system of coordinates (z1, ..., z2n,Ξ) for (1.1), which
comprise both discrete modes zJ for J = 1, ...2n and continuous modes Ξ. Since one of the discrete
modes possibly does not decay, early in the paper a new auxiliary variable Z is introduced. In the
proof it is shown that all the components of Z decay to 0. The components of Z are the products
zJzK with J 6= K. The role of the discrete mode z in (1.16) is taken by Z in the hamiltonian of
(1.1). Some elementary but essential lemmas about monomials in the variable Z are then introduced
in Sect. 2.3.
In the simplified setup of [2, 28] the initial coordinates are Darboux for the symplectic structure in
the problem, but not here. Like in [7, 9] here we need instead to change coordinates to reduce to
Darboux coordinates. Like in [9] all the coordinate changes in this paper satisfy
z′1 = z1 +O(zΞ) +O(Ξ
2) +
∑
J 6=K
O(zJzK), ..., z
′
2n = z2n +O(zΞ) +O(Ξ
2) +
∑
J 6=K
O(zJzK),
Ξ′ = Ξ +O(zΞ) +O(Ξ2) +
∑
J 6=K
O(zJzK).
(1.21)
We take an appropriate expansion of the energy in terms of these coordinates emphasizing (z,Z,Ξ).
Like in [9], in the Darboux coordinates an important cancelation occurs in the energy, and specifically
in the 2nd line of (5.1) the summations start from l = 1 and not from l = 0 like in the analogous
expansion in (3.3). We provide a simplified explanation with respect to [9] for this cancelation in the
course of Lemma 5.1. The hamiltonian is now of the same type of that in [9] so applying Theorem 5.9
[9] we obtain a hamiltonian somewhat similar to (1.16). There is a mechanism of nonlinear discrete
continuous interaction similar to that sketched for (1.16) that yields the stabilization mechanism
of Theorem 1.5, with Z(t)
t→∞→ 0 and scattering of Ξ. Thanks to the structure of the coordinate
changes (1.21) this behavior transfers from one coordinate system to the other and yields the decay
of all the zJ(t) except for at most one and the scattering of the continuous components.
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For the scattering of the continuous modes we use a number of Strichatz and smoothing estimates
stated in [2], in part proved there and in part gathered from the literature, mainly from [12], but
see [2] for further references.
Finally, one thing that we do not accomplish here and which was proved instead in [9] is the instability
of the excited states.
2 Notation, coordinates and resonant sets
2.1 Notation
• We denote by N = {1, 2, ...} the set of natural numbers and set N0 = N ∪ {0}.
• We denote z = (z1, . . . , z2n), |z| :=
√∑2n
j=1 |zj |2.
• Given a Banach space X , v ∈ X and δ > 0 we set DX(v, δ) := {x ∈ X | ‖v − x‖X < δ}.
• Let A be an operator on L2(R3). Then σp(A) ⊂ C is the set of eignvalues of A and σe(A) ⊂ C
is the essential spectrum of A.
• For m < 0 and integer we set Σm = (Σ−m)′. Notice that the spaces Σr can be equivalently
defined using for r ∈ R the norm ‖u‖Σr := ‖(1−∆+ |x|2) r2 u‖L2.
• For f : C2n → C we set ∂JAf(z) := ∂∂zJA f(z), ∂J := ∂zJ and ∂J := ∂zJ . Here as customary
∂zJ =
1
2 (∂JR − i∂JI) and ∂zJ = 12 (∂JR + i∂JI).
• Occasionally we use a single index ℓ = J, J . To define ℓ we use the convention J = J . We will
also write zJ = zJ .
• We will consider vectors z = (z1, ..., z2n) ∈ C2n and for vectors µ, ν ∈ (N ∪ {0})2n we set
zµzν := zµ11 ...z
µ2n
2n z
ν1
1 ...z
ν2n
2n . We will set |µ| =
∑
j µj .
• We have dzJ = dzJR + idzJI , dzJ = dzJR − idzJI .
• Given two Banach spacesX and Y we denote by L(X,Y ) the space of bounded linear operators
X → Y with the norm of the uniform operator topology.
• We set L2 := L2 × L2, Σr := Σr × Σr and Hs := Hs ×Hs.
• σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
2.2 Coordinates
In the following, we fix r0 > 0 sufficiently large.
A preliminary step for the choice of coordinates is the following standard ansatz.
Lemma 2.1. There exist c0 > 0, and C > 0 s.t. for all (u, v) ∈ H1 × L2 with ‖(u, v)‖H1×L2 < c0,
there exists a unique pair (z, Ξ˜) ∈ C2n × ((H1 × L2) ∩Hc[z]) s.t.
(u, v) = Φ[z] + Ξ˜
with |z|+ ‖Ξ˜‖H1×L2 ≤ C‖(u, v)‖H1×L2 .
(2.1)
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The map u→ (z, Ξ˜) is Cω(DH1(0, c0),C2n ×H1 × L2), and satisfies the gauge property:
z(eiϑu, eiϑv) = eiϑz(u, v), and Ψ(eiϑu, eiϑv) = eiϑΨ(u, v) . (2.2)
Proof. We consider for J = 1, ..., 2n and A = R, I the functions
FJA(u, v, z) := Ω
(
∂JAΦ[z]|(u, v)− Φ[z]
)
.
The FJA is analytic in L
2 ×DC2n(0, b0) for the b0 in Def. 1.2. We have
FJR(0, 0, z) = −4ω˜JzJR +O(z3), FJI(0, 0, z) = −4ω˜J0zJI +O(z3). (2.3)
The map (u, v) → z in Cω(DL2(0, c0),C2n) for a c0 > 0 sufficiently small is obtained by implicit
function theorem. All the other statements are equally elementary. For a proof in a similar set up
see [9].
We introduce
B :=
√
−∆+ V +m2 , B− σ32 =
(
B−
1
2 0
0 B
1
2 .
)
(2.4)
We need a system of independent coordinates, which the (z,Ψ) in (2.1) are not. The following
lemma is used to complete (later in Lemma 2.3) the z with a continuous coordinate.
Lemma 2.2. There exists d0 > 0 such that there exist CJA ∈ Cω(DC2n(0, d0),Σr0) for J = 1, · · · , 2n
and A = R, I such that
(i) For R[z] defined by
R[z]Ξ = B−
σ3
2 Ξ +
2n∑
J′=1
∑
A′=R,I
〈CJ′A′ [z]|Ξ〉 ∂J′A′Φ[0], (2.5)
we have R[z] : H
1
2
c → (H1 × L2) ∩Hc[z] and
B
σ3
2 ◦ (Pc × Pc)
∣∣∣
Hc[z]
= R[z]−1. (2.6)
(ii) ‖CJA[z]‖Σr ≤ cr|z|2 for all r ≥ 0.
(iii) R[eiθz] = eiθR[z]e−iθ for all θ ∈ R.
Proof. We define C′JA[z]Ξ ∈ R (J = 1, · · · , 2n,A = R, I) to be the unique solution of the system
Ω
∂JAΦ[z]
∣∣∣∣∣∣B− σ32 Ξ+
2n∑
J′=1
∑
A′=R,I
(C′J′A′ [z]Ξ)∂J′A′Φ[0]
 = 0, J = 1, · · · , 2n,A = R, I, (2.7)
where ∂JRΦ[0] = (φJ , iω˜JφJ ) and ∂JIΦ[0] = i(φJ , iω˜JφJ ) = i∂JRΦ[0]. Rewriting (2.7), we have
2n∑
J′=1
∑
A′=R,I
Ω(∂JAΦ[z]|∂J′A′Φ[0])C′J′A′ [z]Ξ = −Ω(∂JAΦ[z]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ) (2.8)
Since the coefficient matrix is invertible for z sufficiently small, we can solve (2.7). Furthermore,
from (2.8), we see that C′J′A′ [z]Ξ can be written as 〈CJA[z]|Ξ〉 for some CJA[z] ∈ Σr for arbitrary
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r. The real analyticity with respect to z follows from the real analyticity of Φ[z]. Notice that since
|Ω(∂J′A′Φ[z]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ)| . |z|2, we have (ii).
Next we define R[z] by (2.5) using these CJA[z]. From (2.7) we obtain R[z] : H
1
2
c → (H1×L2)∩Hc[z].
Furthermore, (2.6) follows from the form of R[z] and the uniqueness of the solution of (2.7).
We will postpone (iii) to the appendix of this paper.
By R[z] given in Lemma 2.2, we have a system of independent coordinates which we needed.
Lemma 2.3. For the d0 > 0 of Lemma 2.2 the map F : (z, η, ξ) 7→ U := (u, v) defined for Ξ = (η, ξ)
by
F(z,Ξ) = Φ[z] +R[z]Ξ for (z,Ξ) ∈ DC2n(0, d0)×H
1
2
c (2.9)
is with values in H1 × L2 and is Cω. Furthermore, there is a d1 > 0 such that for (z,Ξ) ∈
BC2n(0, d1)×B
H
1
2
c
(0, d1) the above map is a diffeomorphism and
|z|+ ‖Ξ‖
H
1
2
c
∼ ‖F(z,Ξ)‖H1×L2 . (2.10)
Finally, setting Ψ[z,Ξ] := Φ[z] + (R[z]−B− σ32 )Ξ, we have Ψ ∈ Cω(DC2n ×Σ−r0c ,Σr0).
2.3 Some simple combinatorics
We now recall from [9] the following definition, where we are introducing the auxiliary quantity Z.
Definition 2.4. Given z ∈ Cn, we denote by Z the vector (or the matrix) with entries (zJzK) with
J,K ∈ [1, 2n] but only with pairs of indexes with J 6= K. Here Z ∈ L, where L is the subspace of
Cn0 = {(aJ,K)J,K=1,...,n : J 6= K} for n0 = 2n(2n− 1), with (aJ,K) ∈ L iff aJ,K = aK,J for all J,K.
For a multi index m = {mJK ∈ N0 : J 6= K} we set Zm =
∏
(zJzK)
mJK and |m| :=∑J,K mJK .
We will think formally of Z as an auxiliary variable and we will be dealing with polynomials in
the variable Z. Some of the monomials in Z will be reminder terms. In order to distinguish between
the monomials which are reminder terms and the ones which aren’t, we need the following definition.
Definition 2.5. Consider the set of multi indexes m as in Definition 2.4. Consider for any K ∈
{1, ..., 2n} the set
MK(r) = {m :
∣∣∣∣∣
2n∑
L=1
2n∑
J=1
mLJ(ω˜L − ω˜J)− ω˜K
∣∣∣∣∣ > m and |m| ≤ r},
M0(r) = {m :
2n∑
L=1
2n∑
J=1
mLJ(ω˜L − ω˜J) = 0 and |m| ≤ r}.
(2.11)
Set now
MK(r) = {(µ, ν) ∈ N2n0 × N2n0 : ∃m ∈MK(r) such that zµzν = zKZm},
M(r) = ∪2nK=1MK(r).
(2.12)
We also set M =M(2N + 4), and
Mmin = {(µ, ν) ∈M : (α, β) ∈M with αJ ≤ µJ and βJ ≤ νJ ∀ J ⇒ (α, β) = (µ, ν)}. (2.13)
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It is easy to see that if (µ, ν) ∈ Mmin, then for any J we have µJνJ = 0. Indeed, first of all
(µ, ν) ∈M(r) if and only if |ν| = |µ|+ 1, |µ| ≤ r and |(µ− ν) · ω˜| > m. Now, if µJ0 ≥ 1 and νJ0 ≥ 1
then, by subtracting from both of them a unit and leaving unchanged the other coordinates, we
obtain another pair (α, β) ∈ Mmin with αJ ≤ µJ and βJ ≤ νJ for all J but with (α, β) 6= (µ, ν), so
that (µ, ν) 6∈Mmin.
Lemma 2.6. We have the following facts.
(1) Let a = (aLJ) ∈ Nn00 s.t. for the N in (H3)∑
L<J≤n
aLJ +
∑
L≤n<J
aJL +
∑
n<L<J
aJL > N. (2.14)
Then for any K, we have (notice the switch in the indexes)∑
L<J≤n
aLJ(ωL − ωJ)−
∑
L≤n<J
aJL(ωL + ωJ) +
∑
n<L<J
aJL(ωL − ωJ ) + ωK < −m. (2.15)
(2) Consider m ∈ Nn00 with |m| ≥ 2N + 3 and the monomial zJ0Zm. Then ∃ a,b ∈ Nn00 s.t. for
both f = a,b∑
L<J≤n
fLJ +
∑
L≤n<J
fJL +
∑
n<L<J
fJL = N + 1 ,
fLJ = 0 for all (L, J) not in the above sum, and aLJ + bLJ ≤ mLJ +mJL for all (L, J).
(2.16)
Moreover, there are two indexes (K,S) s.t.∑
L,J
aLJ(ω˜L − ω˜J)− ω˜K < −m and
∑
L,J
bLJ(ω˜L − ω˜J )− ω˜S < −m, (2.17)
and for |z| ≤ 1
|zJ0Zm| ≤ |zJ0 | |zKZa| |zSZb|. (2.18)
(3) For m with |m| ≥ 2N + 3, there exist (K,S), a ∈MK and b ∈MS s.t. (2.18) holds.
Proof. The inequality (2.15) follows immediately by the definition of N and∑
L<J
aLJ(ωL − ωJ) + ωK < −min{ωJ − ωL : J > L}N +m ≤ −m.
We now consider the monomial zJ0Z
m. Since |m| ≥ 2N +3, there are vectors c,d ∈ N2n00 such that
|c| = |d| = N + 1 with cLJ + dLJ ≤ mLJ for all (L, J).
Focusing on c we define a as follows:
if L < J ≤ n let aLJ = cLJ + cJL and aJL = 0;
if L ≤ n < J let aLJ = 0 and aJL = cLJ + cJL;
if n < L < J let aLJ = 0 and aJL = cLJ + cJL.
Notice that
ω˜L − ω˜J =

ωL − ωJ if L < J ≤ n
ωL + ωJ if L ≤ n < J
−ωL + ωJ if n < L < J
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and that
N + 1 =
∑
L,J
aL,J =
∑
L<J≤n
aLJ +
∑
L≤n<J
aJL +
∑
n<L<J
aJL.
Hence, by claim (1)∑
L,J
aLJ(ω˜L − ω˜J)− ω˜K
=
∑
L<J≤n
aLJ
ωL−ωJ︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ω˜L − ω˜J)+
∑
L≤n<J
aJL
−(ωL+ωJ )︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ω˜J − ω˜L)+
∑
n<L<J
aJL
ωL−ωJ︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ω˜J − ω˜L)−ω˜K
≤
∑
L<J≤n
aLJ(ωL − ωJ)−
∑
L≤n<J
aJL(ωL + ωJ) +
∑
n<L<J
aJL(ωL − ωJ) + ωK < −m.
We can define b from d similarly. Then, we have
zJ0Z
m = zJ0z
µzνZcZd with |µ| > 0, and |ν| > 0. (2.19)
Therefore, for zK a factor of z
µ and zS a factor of z
ν , for |z| ≤ 1 we have from (2.19)
|zJ0Zm| ≤ |zJ0 | |zKZc| | zSZd| = |zJ0 | |zKZa| | zSZb|.
Furthermore, (2.16) is satisfied. Moreover, since our (a,b) satisfy a ∈ MK and b ∈ ML, claim (3)
is a consequence of claim (2).
3 The energy functional
For U = (u, v), the equation (1.1) admits the following energy
E(U) = 〈AU |U〉+ EP (u),
where A =
(
B2 0
0 1
)
and EP (u) := 2
−1
∫
R3
|u|4dx. (3.1)
We have E ∈ Cω(H1(R3,C)×L2(R3,C),R). We denote by dE the Freche´t derivative of E. We also
define ∇E by
dE(U)X = 〈∇E(U)|X〉 . (3.2)
Similarly, for F = F (z,Ξ), we set ∇ΞF by dΞF (z,Ξ)Ξ˜ =
〈
∇ΞF (z,Ξ), Ξ˜
〉
, where dΞF is the Freche´t
derivative with respect to Ξ.
We set E0(z,Ξ) := F∗E(z,Ξ) where F is given in Lemma 2.3.
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Lemma 3.1. For (z,Ξ) ∈ DC2n(0, d1)× (D
H
1
2
(0, d1) ∩Hc[0]) we have
E0(z,Ξ) =
2n∑
J=1
E(ΦJ [zJ ]) + 〈BΞ|Ξ〉 + EP (B− 12 η)
+
∞∑
l=0
2n∑
J=0
∑
|m|=l+1
Z
ma
(0)
Jm(|zJ |2) +
∞∑
l=0
2n∑
J=1
∑
|m|=l
〈zJZmG(0)Jm(|zJ |2)|Ξ〉 (3.3)
+
∑
i+j=2
〈G(0)2ij(z,Ξ)|(B−
1
2 η)iB−
1
2 η
j
〉+
∑
i+j=3
〈G(0)3ij(z,Ξ)|B−
1
2 ηiB−
1
2 η
j
〉+R(0),
where a
(0)
Jm(|z0|2) will mean a(0)Jm (a constant), 〈BΞ|Ξ〉 := 〈Bξ|ξ〉 + 〈Bη|η〉 and:
(1) (a
(0)
jm, G
(0)
jkm) ∈ Cω(DR(0, d20),C×Σr0(R3,C)) with |a(0)Jm(|zJ |)| ≤ c|zJ |2 and G(0)J0 (0) = 0;
(2) (G
(0)
2mij , G
(0)
dij ,R(0)) ∈ Cω(DC2n×Σ−r0 (0, d0),Σr0(R3,C)× Σr0(R3,C)×Σr0(R3,C));
(3) G
(0)
2ij(0) = 0 and |R(0)| ≤ c|z|‖Ξ‖2Σ−r0 .
Proof. First, by Lemma 2.3, we have F(z,Ξ) = Ψ[z,Ξ] +B− σ32 Ξ. By Taylor expansion, we have
E(U) =E(Ψ[z,Ξ]) +
〈
∇E(Ψ[z,Ξ])|B− σ32 Ξ
〉
+
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)
〈
∇2E(Ψ[z,Ξ] + tB− σ32 Ξ)B− σ32 Ξ | B− σ32 Ξ
〉
dt. (3.4)
Since Ψ ∈ Cω(DC2n ×Σ−rc ,Σr) for arbitrary r, we can expand the 1st term and the 2nd term as
∞∑
l=0
2n∑
J=0
∑
|m|=l
Zma
(0)
Jm(|zJ |2) +
∞∑
l=0
2n∑
J=1
∑
|m|=l
〈zJZmG(0)Jm(|zJ |2)|Ξ〉 +R(0)(z,Ξ), (3.5)
where R satisfies the estimate in (3) and a(0)0m(|z0|2) = a(0)0m (constant). Notice that the pure term of
zJ (i.e. aJ0) corresponds to E(QJzJ , iω˜JzJQJzJ ) and, since there are no constant terms, a
(0)
00 = 0.
We now consider the 3rd term of (3.4). For Ψ(z,Ξ) = (ψ1(z,Ξ), ψ2(z,Ξ)) and recalling Ξ = (η, ξ),
∇2E(Ψ[z,Ξ] + tB− σ32 Ξ) = 2
(
B2 0
0 1
)
+∇2EP
(
ψ1(z,Ξ) +B
−1/2η
)
. (3.6)
The contribution of the 1st term of the r.h.s. of (3.6) in the 3rd term of (3.4) is∫ 1
0
(1− t)
〈
2
(
B2 0
0 1
)
B−
σ3
2 Ξ
∣∣B− σ32 Ξ〉 = 〈BΞ|Ξ〉 . (3.7)
Recall that Ep(u) =
1
2
∫ |u|4 dx. Elementary computations show that ∇Ep ∈ Cω(H1, H−1) and
∇2Ep ∈ Cω(H1,L(H1, H−1)) are defined by
∇Ep(u) = 2|u|2u , ∇2Ep(u)X = 2|u|2X + 4uRe(uX),
so that 〈∇2Ep(u)X |X〉 = 4〈|u|2
∣∣|X |2〉 + 2〈u2∣∣X2〉. Then, after elementary computations, the con-
tribution of the 2nd term of the r.h.s. of (3.6) in the 3rd term of (3.4) is
2
〈
|ψ1|2
∣∣ |B−1/2η|2〉+ 〈ψ21∣∣(B−1/2η)2〉+ 2〈ψ1∣∣|B−1/2η|2B−1/2η〉+ Ep(B−1/2η). (3.8)
Therefore, combining (3.4)–(3.8), we have the conclusion.
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4 Darboux Theorem
We define Ω0 by
Ω0(X
∣∣Y ) = 2n∑
J=1
Ω(dΦJ [zJ ]X
∣∣dΦJ [zJ ]Y ) + Ω(dΞ∣∣dΞ). (4.1)
Proposition 4.1 (Darboux theorem). There exists dD > 0 such that there exists F˜
D = (F˜Dz , F˜
D
Ξ ) ∈
Cω(DC2n×Σ−r0 (0, d1), C2n ×Σr0) such that
|F˜Dz (z,Ξ)|+ ‖F˜DΞ (z,Ξ)‖Σr0 ≤ c|z| (|Z|+ ‖Ξ‖Σ−r0 ) , (4.2)
and FD := Id + F˜D satisfies
(
FD
)∗
Ω = Ω0. In addition, we have F
D(eiθz, eiθΞ) = eiθFD(z,Ξ).
The rest of this chapter is devoted for the proof of Proposition 4.1. It consists of three steps.
1. Find an appropriate 1-form Γ such that Ω− Ω0 = dΓ.
2. For each s ∈ [0, 1] find the vector field X s s.t. iX sΩs = −Γ, where Ωs := (Ω + s(Ω− Ω0)).
3. Solve ddsF
s = X s(Fs) with F0 = Id.
Then, F := F1 will be our desired transform. This will be seen by
d
ds
(Fs)∗Ωs = (Fs)∗(LX sΩs + ∂sΩs) = (Fs)∗(diX sΩs + dΓ) = 0. (4.3)
The estimate (4.2) will be deduced from the construction.
It is elementary that dγ = Ω and dγ0 = Ω0 for the following 1–forms:
γ(U)X := 2−1Ω(U |X), γ0(U)X := 2−1
2n∑
J=1
Ω(ΦJ [zJ ]|dΦJ [zJ ]X) + 2−1Ω(Ξ|dΞ). (4.4)
we have .
Lemma 4.2. For the d0 > 0 of Lemma 2.3 set D = DC2n×Σ−r0 (0, d0). Then there exist functions
ΓJA ∈ Cω(D,R) and ΓΞ ∈ Cω(D,Σr0) s.t. ψ ∈ Cω(D,R) such that
γ(U)− γ0(U)− dψ =
2n∑
J=1
∑
A=R,I
ΓJAdzJA + 〈ΓΞ|dΞ〉 := Γ. (4.5)
Further, we have Γ(eiθU) = Γ(U) for all θ ∈ R and
2n∑
J=1
∑
A=R,I
|ΓJA|+ ‖ΓΞ‖Σr0 ≤ c|z| (|Z|+ ‖Ξ‖Σ−r0 ) , (4.6)
Proof. Notice that, for R˜[z] = R[z]−B− σ32 , expressing U and X = dUX in terms of (2.9) we have
2γ(U)X = Ω(U |X) = Ω(
2n∑
J=1
ΦJ [zJ ] +B
− σ3
2 Ξ + R˜[z]Ξ | d(
2n∑
K=1
ΦK [zK ] +B
− σ3
2 Ξ + R˜[z]Ξ)X).
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Therefore, using also J−1σ3 = −σ3J−1, which implies B−σ3/2J−1B−σ3/2 = J−1, we have
2(γ − γ0) =
2n∑
J=1
Ω(ΦJ [zJ ] |
∑
K 6=J
dΦK [zK ] +B
− σ3
2 dΞ + d
(
R˜[z]Ξ
)
)
+ Ω(B−
σ3
2 Ξ |
2n∑
K=1
dΦK [zK ] + d
(
R˜[z]Ξ
)
) (4.7)
+ Ω(R˜[z]Ξ | d(
2n∑
K=1
ΦK [zK ] +B
− σ3
2 Ξ + R˜[z]Ξ)).
Notice 2(γ−γ0)−
∑2n
J=1Ω(ΦJ [zJ ]|B
−σ3
2 dΞ) admits an expansion like the middle part of (4.5), where
the coefficients satisfy (4.6). If we write
2n∑
J=1
Ω(ΦJ [zJ ]|B−
σ3
2 dΞ) = d
2n∑
J=1
Ω(ΦJ [zJ ]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ) + Ω(B−
σ3
2 Ξ|dΦJ [zJ ])
for ψ =
∑2n
J=1 Ω(ΦJ [zJ ]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ) we obtain (4.5)–(4.6).
Lemma 4.3. Consider the form Ωs := Ω0 + s(Ω − Ω0) and set iXΩt(Y ) := Ωt(X |Y ). Then
(Ω−Ω0) and Γ extend to forms defined in DC2n(0, d0)×Σ−r0c and there is a d1 ∈ (0, d0) s.t. for any
(s, z,Ξ) ∈ (−4, 4)×D
C2n×Σ−r0c (0, d1) there exists exactly one solution X
s(z,Ξ) ∈ L2 of the equation
iX sΩs = −Γ. Furthermore, we have the following facts.
(i) X s(z,Ξ) ∈ Σr0 and if we set X sJA(z,Ξ) = dzJAX s(z,Ξ) and X sΞ(z,Ξ) = dΞX s(z,Ξ), we
have X sJA(z,Ξ) ∈ Cω(DC2n×Σ−r0 (0, d1) × (−4, 4),R), X sJA(z,Ξ) ∈ Cω(DC2n×Σ−r0 (0, d1) ×
(−4, 4),Σr0c ) and
2n∑
J=1
∑
A=R,I
|X sJA(z,Ξ)|+ ‖X sΞ(z,Ξ)‖Σr0 ≤ c|z|(|Z|+ ‖Ξ‖Σ−r0 ). (4.8)
(ii) For X sJ := dzJX s and X sΞ = dΞX s, we have X sJ (eiθz, eiθΞ) = eiθX sJ (z,Ξ) and X sΞ(eiθz, eiθΞ) =
eiθX sΞ(z,Ξ).
Proof. In the following, we omit the summation. We directly solve iX sΩt = −Γ. First,
Ω0(X s
∣∣Y ) = Ω(∂JBΦJ [zJ ]∣∣∂JAΦJ [zJ ])X sJBYJA +Ω(X sΞ∣∣YΞ).
Next, since Ω− Ω0 = dΓ, we have
Ω(X s∣∣Y )− Ω0(X s∣∣Y ) = (∂KBΓJA − ∂JAΓKB)X sKBYJA + 〈∇ΞΓJA∣∣X sΞ〉YJA − 〈∇ΞΓKB∣∣YΞ〉X sKB
+
〈
∂KBΓΞ
∣∣YΞ〉X sKB − 〈∂JAΓΞ∣∣X sΞ〉YJA + 〈dΞΓΞ(X sΞ)∣∣YΞ〉− 〈dΞΓΞ(YΞ)∣∣X sΞ〉 .
Therefore, we have
2J−1X sΞ + s (−X sKB∇ΞΓKB + X sKB∂KBΓΞ + dΞΓΞ(X sΞ)− (dΞΓΞ)∗X sΞ) = −ΓΞ, (4.9)
Ω(∂JBΦJ [zJ ]
∣∣∂JAΦJ [zJ ])X sJB + s ((∂KBΓJA − ∂JAΓKB)X sKB + 〈∇ΞΓJA∣∣X sΞ〉− 〈∂JAΓΞ∣∣X sΞ〉)
= −ΓJA. (4.10)
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We first fix X sKB and solve (4.9) for X sΞ by Neumann series. Notice that the solution X sΞ becomes
analytic w.r.t. z,Ξ, s and X sKB. Next, since Ω(∂JBΦJ(zJ), ∂JAΦJ [zJ ]) is invertible, we can solve
(4.10) again by Neumann series. Therefore, we obtain X sJA and X sΞ which satisfies (4.9), (4.10).
Finally, (4.8) follows from (4.6) in Lemma 4.2 and the gauge invariance of X follows from the gauge
invariance of Ω and Ω0.
Lemma 4.4. For the d1 > 0 and X s(z,Ξ) of Lemma 4.3, consider the following system, which is
well defined in (s, z,Ξ) ∈ (−4, 4)×D
Cn×Σ−r0c (0, d1):
d
ds
SJ = X sJ (z + Sz ,Ξ+ SΞ) and
d
ds
SΞ = X sΞ(z + Sz,Ξ + SΞ), (4.11)
where Sz = (S1, · · · , S2n). Then the following facts holds.
(i) For d2 ∈ (0, d1) sufficiently small system (4.11) generates flows
(Sz(s, z,Ξ), SΞ(s, z,Ξ)) ∈ Cω((−2, 2)×DCn×Σ−r0c (0, d2), DCn×Σr0c (0, d1)),
with
2n∑
J=1
|SJ(s, z,Ξ)|+ ‖SΞ(s, z,Ξ)‖Σr0 ≤ c|z|(|Z|+ ‖Ξ‖Σ−r0 ). (4.12)
(ii) We have SJ (s, e
iθz, eiθΞ) = eiθSJ (s, z,Ξ), SΞ(s, e
iθz, eiθΞ) = eiθSΞ(s, z,Ξ).
Proof. It is elementary to solve the system (4.11) by contraction mapping theorem or implicit func-
tion theorem. The properties in (i), (ii) comes from (i), (ii) of Lemma 4.3.
From Lemmas (4.2), 4.3 and 4.4 we immediately have Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Set F˜D(z,Ξ) := (Sz(1, z,Ξ), SΞ(1, z,Ξ)). Then, by (4.12) and (ii) of
Lemma 4.4, we have (4.2) and gauge property of FD := Id + F˜D. Finally, since (Sz, Sξ) is the
solution of (4.11) we see that Fs = Id+ (Sz(s, ·, ·), SΞ(s, ·, ·)) is the solution of ddsX s(Fs). Therefore,
by (4.3), we have (FD)∗Ω = Ω0.
Consider now the symplectic form Ω0 in (4.1). Notice that it is of the following form
Ω0 =
2n∑
J=1
2iω˜J(1 + aJ(|zJ |2))dzJ ∧ dzJ + 2〈dΞ|JdΞ〉 for J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
(4.13)
for appropriate real valued functions aJ (|zJ |2) with |aJ(|zJ |2)| ≤ c|zJ |2. Indeed, by direct calcula-
tion, we have
Ω(dΦJ [zJ ]X |dΦJ [zJ ]Y ) = Ω(∂JRΦJ [zJ ]|∂JIΦJ [zJ ])(XJRYJI −XJIYJR)
=
i
2
Ω(∂JRΦJ [zJ ]|∂JIΦJ [zJ ])dz ∧ dz¯(X,Y ).
Next, by Lemma A.1, we can show 12Ω(∂JRΦJ [zJ ]|∂JIΦJ [zJ ]) is gauge invariant. Therefore, we can
write 12Ω(∂JRΦJ [zJ ]|∂JIΦJ [zJ ]) = a˜(|zJ |2). Finally, the constant term is given by
1
2
Ω(∂JR
(
zJφJ
iω˜JzJφJ
)
|∂JI
(
zJφJ
iω˜JzJφJ
)
) =
〈(
0 1
−1 0
)(
φJ
iω˜JφJ
)
|
(
iφJ
−ω˜JφJ
)〉
= 2ω˜J .
Therefore, we have (4.13).
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Remark 4.5. A schematic explanation of why we adapt Ω0 and we do not use the constant symplectic
form
Ω′0 := 2iω˜JdzJ ∧ dzJ + 2〈dΞ|JdΞ〉,
is the following. First, notice that by (4.11), SJ ∼ X 0J and SΞ ∼ X 0Ξ. Further, by (4.9) and (4.10),
we have X 0JA = AKBΓKB and X 0Ξ = −2−1JΓΞ, where AKB represents the inverse of the matrix
Ω(∂JBΦJ [zJ ], ∂JAΦJ [zJ ]). Therefore, the estimate (4.2) is a direct consequence of (4.6) and if (4.6)
do not hold, we cannot expect (4.2) to hold. Now, if we take Ω′0 instead of Ω0, then in ΓJA there
will be pure terms of zJ . So we cannot have the estimate (4.6). Finally, we remark that the estimate
(4.2) is needed not only to come back to the original coordinate after scattering but it is also crucial
for the cancelation lemma (Lemma 5.1 below).
We introduce an index ℓ = J, J with J = 1, ..., 2n. Given F ∈ C1(U ,R) with U an open subset of
Cn ×Σ−rc , its Hamiltonian vector field XF . We have summing on J
iXFΩ0 = 2iω˜J(1 + aJ(|zJ |2))((XF )JdzJ − (XF )JdzJ) + 2〈(XF )Ξ|JdΞ〉
= ∂JFdzJ + ∂JFdzJ + 〈∇ΞF |dΞ〉 .
(4.14)
Comparing the components of the two sides of (4.14) for some ̟J(|zJ |2) with |̟J(|zJ |2)| ≤ c|zJ |2
we get
(XF )J = −1
2
iω˜−1J (1 +̟J(|zJ |2))∂JF , (XF )Ξ =
1
2
J∇ΞF. (4.15)
(4.15) imply that in this latter system of coordinates equation (1.1) takes the form
iz˙J =
1
2
ω˜−1J (1 +̟J(|zJ |2))∂JED , Ξ˙ = −J∇ΞED, (4.16)
where ED :=
(
FD
)∗
E0 which is the pull back of E0 by FD.
5 Effective Hamiltonian
The pullback of the energy E by the map F in Lemma 4.4 has the following expansion.
Lemma 5.1. For (z,Ξ) ∈ DC2n(0, d2)× (D
H
1
2
(0, d2) ∩Hc[0]) we have
ED(z,Ξ) := (FD)∗E0(z,Ξ) =
2n∑
J=1
E(ΦJ [zJ ]) + 〈BΞ|Ξ〉 + EP (B− 12 η)
+
∞∑
l=1
2n∑
J=0
∑
|m|=l+1
Z
ma
(1)
Jm(|zJ |2) +
∞∑
l=1
2n∑
J=1
∑
|m|=l
〈zJZmG(1)Jm(|zJ |2)|Ξ〉 (5.1)
+
∑
i+j=2
〈G(1)2ij(z,Ξ)|(B−
1
2 η)iB−
1
2 η
j
〉+
∑
i+j=3
〈G(1)3ij(z,Ξ)|B−
1
2 ηiB−
1
2 η
j
〉+R(1),
where a
(1)
Jm, G
(1)
Jm, G
(1)
2ij , G
(1)
3ij and R(1) satisfies the condition (1)–(3) in Lemma 3.1.
Remark 5.2. The only difference between (3.3) and (5.1) are that in the second line the terms with
l = 0 vanishes in (5.1).
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Proof. First, we can write ED(z,Ξ) = E(Ψ˜[z,Ξ]+B−
σ3
2 Ξ) for Ψ˜[z,Ξ] = (FD)∗F(z,Ξ)−B− σ32 Ξ. No-
tice that Ψ˜ ∈ Cω(DC2n×Σ−r0 (0, d2),Σr0). Therefore, the proof of the expansion becomes completely
parallel to the proof of (3.1).
The only nontrivial thing remaining is the absence of the terms with l = 0 in (5.1). To show this
fix J and notice that by (4.2) a solution of (1.1) with initial value (z,Ξ) (in the Darboux coordinate)
with Ξ = 0 and zK = 0 (for K 6= J) is the nonlinear bound state given in Proposition 1.1. Therefore,
if we have Ξ(0) = 0 and zK(0) = 0 (K 6= J), we have Ξ(t) = 0 and zK(t) = 0 (K 6= J) for all times.
In particular, we have ddt
∣∣
t=0
Ξ(t) = 0 and ddt
∣∣
t=0
zK(t) = 0.
We first show zJG
(1)
J0 (|zJ |2) = 0 for all zJ . Suppose zJG(1)J0 (|zJ |2) 6= 0 for some zJ . Then, taking the
initial data such as Ξ(0) = 0, zK(0) = 0 (K 6= J) and zJ(0) = zJ , we have
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ξ(t) = −izJGJ0(|zJ |2) 6= 0,
contradicting Ξ(t) = 0 for all times.
Next, we show a
(1)
Jm(|zJ |2) = 0 for all |m| = 1. Notice that a(1)0m = 0 since E0 has no such term by the
orthogonality of φJ and φK (J 6= K). Furthermore, setting Zm = zLz¯K , we can assume that L = J
or K = J . Indeed, suppose L 6= J and K = J . Notice that we have just shown a(1)Jm(|zJ |2) |zJ=0 = 0
Then we can write Zma
(1)
Jm(|zJ |2) = (zLz¯J)(zJ z¯K)(|zJ |−2aJm(|zJ |2)) and move this among the terms
with |m| = 2.
So, without loss of generality, we can assume L = J . Now, suppose that aJm(|zJ |2) 6= 0. Then,
taking the initial data such as Ξ(0) = 0, zK(0) = 0 (K 6= J) and zJ(0) = zJ , we have
2i
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
zK(t) = ω˜
−1
K zJa
(1)
Jm(|zJ |2) 6= 0
contradicting zK(t) = 0 for all times.
To extract an effective Hamiltonian we cancel as many terms as possible from (5.1) by means
of a normal forms argument. The following result is proved in [9].
Proposition 5.3 (Birkhoff normal forms). Assume (H1)–(H3). There exists rB = rB(r0) and dB >
0 with rB(r0)
r0→∞→ ∞ such that there exists F˜B = (F˜Bz , F˜BΞ ) ∈ Cω(DC2n×Σ−rB (0, dB),C2n × ΣrB )
such that
|F˜Bz (z,Ξ)|+ ‖F˜BΞ (z,Ξ)‖ΣrB ≤ c|z| (|Z|+ ‖Ξ‖Σ−rB ) , (5.2)
and FB := Id + F˜B satisfies
(
FB
)∗
Ω0 = Ω0. In addition, we have F
B(eiθz, eiθΞ) = eiθFB(z,Ξ).
Further, setting EB := (FB)∗ED, we have
EB(z,Ξ) =
2n∑
J=1
E(ΦJ [zJ ]) + 〈BΞ|Ξ〉 + EP (B− 12 η)
+
2n∑
J=0
∑
m∈M0(2N+4)
Z
maJm(|zJ |2) +
2n∑
J=1
∑
m∈M(2N+3)
〈zJZmGJm(|zJ |2)|Ξ〉 +R, (5.3)
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where
R =
∞∑
l=2N+4
2n∑
J=0
∑
|m|=l+1
Z
maJm(|zJ |2) +
∞∑
l=2N+4
2n∑
J=1
∑
|m|=l
〈zJZmGJm(|zJ |2)|Ξ〉 (5.4)
+
∑
i+j=2
〈G2ij(z,Ξ)|(B−
1
2 η)iB−
1
2 η
j
〉+
∑
i+j=3
〈G3ij(z,Ξ)|B−
1
2 ηiB−
1
2 η
j
〉+RB,
with aJm, GJm, G2ij , G3ij and RB satisfies the condition (1)–(3) in Lemma 3.1.
We now make a further change of coordinates introducing Ξ = AΘ where
J = −Aiσ3A−1 for A = 2− 12
(
i −i
1 1
)
. (5.5)
We have A∗ = A−1. So now we use (z,Θ) as coordinates. In this new coordinate system the
Hamiltonian (5.3) takes the form
H(z,Θ) =
2n∑
J=1
E(ΦJ [zJ ]) + 〈BΘ|Θ〉+ Z(z,Z,Θ)+R, where Z = Z0 + Z1,
Z0 =
∑
m∈M0(2N+4)
2n∑
J=0
ZmaJm(|zJ |2),
Z1 =
2n∑
J=1
∑
m∈MJ (2N+3)
〈zJZmGJm(|zJ |2)|Θ〉 =
∑
(µ,ν)∈M
〈
zµzνGµν(|zJ˜ |2)|Θ
〉
,
(5.6)
where J˜ = J˜(µ, ν) is determined from the correspondence between MJ(2N + 3) and M .
The symplectic form Ω0 takes the form
2iω˜J(1 + aJ(|zJ |2))dzJ ∧ dzJ + 2 Im〈iσ3dΘ|dΘ〉, (5.7)
and system (4.16) becomes, for 1 +̟J(|zJ |2) := (1 + aJ(|zJ |2)−1,
iz˙J =
1
2
ω˜−1J (1 +̟J(|zJ |2))∂JH , iΘ˙ =
1
2
σ3∇ΘH. (5.8)
The final step needed to prove Theorem 1.5 is the following.
Proposition 5.4 (Main Estimates). There exist ǫ0 > 0 and C0 > 0 s.t. if the constant 0 < ǫ of
Theorem 1.5 satisfies ǫ < ǫ0, for I = [0,∞) and C = C0 we have:
‖Θ‖
Lpt ([0,∞),W
1
q
− 1
p
− 1
2
,q
x ×W
1
q
− 1
p
− 1
2
,q
x )
≤ Cǫ for all admissible pairs (p, q), (5.9)
‖zµzν‖L2t [0,∞) ≤ Cǫ for all (µ, ν) ∈Mmin, (5.10)
‖zJ‖W 1,∞t [0,∞) ≤ Cǫ for all J ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} . (5.11)
Furthermore, there exists ρ+ ∈ [0,∞)2n s.t. there exist a j0 with ρ+j = 0 for j 6= j0, and there exists
η+ ∈ H1 s.t. |ρ+ − |z(0)|| ≤ Cǫ and Θ+ ∈ H 12 ×H 12 with ‖Θ+‖
H
1
2×H 12 ≤ Cǫ, such that
lim
t→+∞
‖Θ(t)− eiσ3t
√−∆+m2Θ+‖
H
1
2×H 12 = 0 , limt→+∞
|zj(t)| = ρ+j . (5.12)
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Proof of Theor.1.5. Before proving Prop.5.4 we will show that it implies Theor.1.5. The proof
is similar to the analogous step in [9]. Denote by (z′,Ξ′) the initial coordinate system. By (4.2) and
(5.2), we have
|z′ − z|+ ‖Ξ′ −AΘ‖Σr ≤ c|z| (|Z|+ ‖Θ‖Σ−r) . (5.13)
(5.12) implies limt→+∞ Z(t) = 0 and by elementary arguments for s > 3/2 we have
lim
t→+∞ ‖e
iσ3t
√−∆+m2Θ+‖L2,−s(R3) = 0 for any Ξ+ ∈ L2. (5.14)
These two limits, and (5.12) and (5.13) imply
lim
t→+∞
|z′(t)− z(t)|+ ‖Ξ′(t)−AΘ(t)‖Σr = 0.
Then we have the limit
lim
t→+∞
|z′j(t)| = limt→+∞ |zj(t)| = ρ+j . (5.15)
Next, in H1 × L2 by (5.5) we have
0 = lim
t→+∞
B−
σ3
2 [Ξ′(t)−Aeiσ3t
√−∆+m2Θ+] = lim
t→+∞
B−
σ3
2 [Ξ′(t)− e−Jt
√−∆+m2Ξ+].
Setting Ξ+ := AΘ+ write
B−
σ3
2 e−Jt
√−∆+m2Ξ+ = e−Jt
√−∆+m2eJt
√−∆+m2e−JtBB−
σ3
2 eJtBe−Jt
√−∆+m2Ξ+
and consider the wave operators
W = s− lim
t→+∞
eJtBe−Jt
√−∆+m2 and Z = s− lim
t→+∞
eJt
√−∆+m2e−JtB.
Then we have
lim
t→+∞[B
− σ3
2 e−Jt
√−∆+m2Ξ+ − e−Jt
√−∆+m2ZB−
σ3
2 WΞ+] = 0.
Since ZB−
σ3
2 WΞ+ = (−∆+m2)−
σ3
4 Ξ+ we conclude that in H
1
2 ×H 12
lim
t→∞
[B−
σ3
2 Ξ′(t)− e−Jt
√−∆+m2(−∆+m2)− σ34 Ξ+] = 0.
On the other hand for
u+ = (−∆+m2)− 14 (Ξ+)1 ∈ H1 and v+ = (−∆+m2) 14 (Ξ+)2v+ ∈ L2,
where Ξ+ = ((Ξ+)1, (Ξ+)2), we have
e−Jt
√−∆+m2(−∆+m2)− σ34 Ξ+ = cos(t
√
−∆+m2)
(
u+
v+
)
−
(
− sin(t
√−∆+m2)√−∆+m2 v+√−∆+m2 sin(t√−∆+m2)u+
)
which yields the 1st line in (1.13).
We have formula (1.12) with z replaced by z′ and
(η, ξ) = R[z′]Ξ′ = B−
σ3
2 AΘ+A where
A = (R[z′]−B− σ32 )AΘ +R[z′](Ξ′ −AΘ).
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Then by (5.12) and (5.15) we conclude the A satisfies (1.15).
Finally we prove the 2nd line (1.14). We have
z˙′J + iωJz
′
J = z˙J + iωJzJ +
d
dt
F˜z(z,Θ) + iωJ F˜z(z,Θ),
where F˜ := FB ◦ FD − Id. We need to prove that this is O(ǫ2). We have z˙J + iωJzJ = O(ǫ2) by
(6.10) below and we have F˜z(z,Θ) = O(ǫ
2) by Propositions 4.1 and 5.3. For the third term, we have
d
dt
F˜z(z,Θ) =
2n∑
J=1
∑
A=R,I
∂JAF˜z(z,Θ)z˙JA + dΘF˜z(z,Θ) · Θ˙,
with dΘF˜z(z,Θ) the partial derivative in Θ. Then, by
|∂JAF˜z(z,Θ)|+ ‖dΘF˜z(z,Θ)‖Σr ≤ C(|z|+ ‖Θ‖Σ−r),
and equations (6.4) and (6.10) below, we have ddt F˜z(z,Θ) = O(ǫ
2). This yields the inequality claimed
in the second line in (1.14).
By a standard argument (5.9)–(5.11) for I = [0,∞) are a consequence of the following Propo-
sition.
Proposition 5.5. There exists a constant c0 > 0 such that for any C0 > c0 there is a value
ǫ0 = ǫ0(C0) such that if for some T > 0 we have
‖Θ‖
Lpt ([0,T ],W
1/q−1/p,q
x )
≤ C0ǫ for all admissible pairs (p, q) (5.16)
‖zµzν‖L2t ([0,T ]) ≤ C0ǫ for all (µ, ν) ∈Mmin, (5.17)
then (5.16)–(5.17) hold for C = C0/2.
6 Proof of Proposition 5.5
The first step in the proof is the following.
Proposition 6.1. Assume (5.16)–(5.17). Then there exist constants c and ǫ0 > 0 s.t. for ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ0)
then we have
‖Θ‖
Lpt ([0,T ],W
1/q−1/p,q
x )
≤ cǫ+ c
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
|zµzν |L2t (0,T ) for all admissible pairs (p, q) . (6.1)
6.1 Proof of Proposition 6.1
The facts collected in the following lemma are proved in [2].
Lemma 6.2. Assume (H1)–(H2).
(1) There is a fixed constant c0 such that for any two admissible pairs (p, q) and (a, b) we have
‖e±itBPcu0‖
Lp(R,W
1
q
− 1
p
,q
(R3))
≤ c0‖u0‖H1/2(R3)
‖
∫
s<t
e±i(s−t)BPcF (s)ds‖
Lp(R,W
1
q
− 1
p
,q
(R3))
≤ c0‖F‖
La′(R,W
1
a
− 1
b
+1,b′(R3))
.
(6.2)
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(2) For u0 ∈ H2,s(R3,C) for s > 1/2 and λ > m then R±B(λ)u0 := lim
ε→0±
RB(λ + iε)u0 is well
defined in L2,−s(R3,C).
(3) For any s > 1 there is a fixed c0 = c0(s, a) such that for any admissible pair (p, q) we have∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
e±i(t
′−t)BPcF (t′)dt′
∥∥∥∥
Lp(R,W
1
q
− 1
p
,q
(R3))
≤ c0‖B 12PcF‖La(R,L2,s(R3)) (6.3)
where for p > 2 we can pick any a ∈ [1, 2] while for p = 2 we pick a ∈ [1, 2).
Now we look at the equation for Θ. Then for Gµν = Gµν(0) we have
iΘ˙ =
1
2
σ3∇ΘH = σ3BΘ+ 1
2
σ3
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
zµz¯νGµν + A where
A :=
1
2
σ3
 ∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
zµzν [Gµν(|zJ˜ |2)−Gµν ] +
∑
(µ,ν)∈M\Mmin
zµzνGµν +∇ΘR
 . (6.4)
The following lemma is proved in Lemma 7.5 [2].
Lemma 6.3. Assume (5.16)–(5.17), and fix a large s > 0. Then there is a constant C = C(C0)
independent of ǫ such that the following is true: we have A = R1 +R2 with
‖R1‖
L1([0,T ],H
1
2 (R3))
+ ‖B 12PcR2‖
L
2
N+1
N+2 ([0,T ],L2,s(R3))
≤ C(C0)ǫ2. (6.5)
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Using Lemma 6.3 we write
Θ = e−iσ3BtΘ(0)− 1
2
iσ3
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
∫ t
0
zµzνe−iσ3B(s−t)Gµνds− i
2∑
j=1
∫ t
0
eiσ3B(s−t)PcRjds.
By (6.2) for (a, b) = (∞, 2) and (6.5)
‖
∫ t
0
eiσ3B(s−t)R1ds‖
Lp([0,T ],W
1
q
− 1
p
,q
(R3))
≤ C‖R1‖
L1t([0,T ],H
1
2 (R3))
≤ C(C0)ǫ2.
By (6.3) and (6.5), we get for s > 1
‖
∫ t
0
eiσ3B(s−t)PcR2ds‖
Lpt ([0,T ],W
1
q
− 1
p
,q
(R3))
≤ C‖
√
BPcR2‖
L
2
N+1
N+2
t ([0,T ],L
2,s(R3))
≤ C(C0)ǫ2.
Finally, we have
‖
∫ t
0
zµzνe−iσ3B(s−t)Gµν‖
Lp([0,T ],W
1
q
− 1
p
,q
(R3))
≤C0‖zµzνGµν‖
L2([0,T ],W
1
3
+ 1
2
, 6
5 (R3))
≤c0‖zµzν‖L2[0,T ].
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Now, following a standard argument, we introduce a new variable g setting
g = Θ+ Y with Y := −1
2
∑
(α,β)∈Mmin
zαzβR+−σ3B(ω˜ · (β − α))σ3Gαβ . (6.6)
Substituting (6.6) in (6.4) we obtain
ig˙ = σ3Bg + iY˙ − σ3BY + 1
2
σ3
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
zµzνGµν + A, (6.7)
where ω˜ = (ω˜1, ..., ω˜2n) has been defined in (1.4). We then compute
iY˙ = σ3BY − 1
2
σ3
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
zµzνGµν +T, where
T :=
2n∑
J=1
[
∂zJY (iz˙J − ω˜JzJ) + ∂zJY (iz˙J + ω˜JzJ )
]
.
Then
ig˙ = σ3Bg +T+ A (6.8)
where T is smaller than the quantities which have been canceled out. The following result is proved
in [2].
Lemma 6.4. Assume (5.16)–(5.17). Fix s > 9/2. Then, there are constants ǫ0 > 0 and C > 0 such
that, for ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ0) and for c0 the constant in Lemma 6.2, we have
‖g‖L2t([0,T ],H−4,−s(R3)) ≤ c0ǫ+ Cǫ2. (6.9)
6.2 Estimate of the discrete variables z
In the following, we use (g|h) = ∫
R3
(
g1(x)h1(x) + g2(x)h2(x)
)
dx.
Let us turn now to the analysis of the Fermi Golden Rule (FGR). The equation of z is
iz˙J = (2ω˜J)
−1(1 +̟J(|zJ |2))
{
(∂zJE(ΦJ [zJ ] + ∂zJZ0(z)) (6.10)
+
1
2
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
[
zµzν
zJ
νJ (Gµν |Θ) + z¯
µzν
zJ
µJ
(
Gµν |Θ
)]
+ EJ
}
,
and
EJ :=
1
2
∑
(µ,ν)∈M\Mmin
[
zµzν
zJ
νJ
(
Gµν(|zJ˜ |2)|Θ
)
+
z¯µzν
zJ
µJ
(
Gµν(|zJ˜ |2)|Θ
)]
+ ∂zJR
+
1
2
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
νJ
zµzν
zJ
(
Gµν(|zJ˜ |2)−Gµν |Θ
)
+
1
2
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
µJ
zνzµ
zJ
(
Gµν(|zJ˜ |2)−Gµν |Θ
)
+
∑
(µ,ν)∈M
δJJ˜zJ
〈
zµz¯νG′µν(|zJ˜ |2)|Θ
〉
.
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Estimates (5.16)–(5.17) imply the following simple lemma, see [9] for the proof.
Lemma 6.5. For ǫ0 > 0 sufficiently small there is a fixed c1 s.t. for ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ0) we have
‖EJzJ‖L1[0,T ] ≤ c1ǫ2. (6.11)
Now, we substitute Θ = g − Y from (6.6) obtaining
iz˙J =
1 +̟J(|zJ |2)
2ω˜J
{
∂zJE(ΦJ [zJ ] + ∂zJZ0(z)
+
1
4
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
(α,β)∈Mmin
[
νJ
zµ+βzν+α
zJ
(
Gµν |R+−σ3B(ω˜ · (β − α))σ3Gαβ
)
+ µJ
zν+αzµ+β
zJ
(
Gµν |R−−σ3B(ω˜ · (β − α))σ3Gαβ
)]
+ FJ
}
, where
(6.12)
FJ := 1 +̟J(|zJ |
2)
4ω˜J
 ∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
[
zµzν
zJ
νJ (Gµν |g) + z¯
µzν
zJ
µJ
(
Gµν |g
)]
+ EJ
 .
From (6.9) and (6.11) we get the following simple bound.
Lemma 6.6. For ǫ0 > 0 sufficiently small there is a fixed c1 s.t. for ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ0) we have
‖FJzJ‖L1[0,T ] ≤ (1 + C0)c1ǫ2. (6.13)
We now introduce a new variable ζ defined by ζJ = zJ + TJ(z) where
TJ(z) := −1
8
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
(α,β)∈Mmin
νJz
µ+βzν+α
((µ− ν) · ω˜ − (α− β) · ω˜)zJ
(
Gµν |R+−σ3B(ω˜ · (β − α))σ3Gαβ
)
− 1
8
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
(α,β)∈Mmin
µJz
ν+αzµ+β
((α− β) · ω˜ − (µ− ν) · ω˜)zJ
(
Gµν |R−−σ3B(ω˜ · (β − α))σ3Gαβ
)
,
(6.14)
with the summation performed over the pairs where the formula makes sense, that is (µ− ν) · ω˜ 6=
(α− β) · ω˜. It is easy to see that
‖ζ − z‖L2(0,T ) ≤ c(N,C0)ǫ2 and ‖ζ − z‖L∞(0,T ) ≤ c(N,C0)ǫ2. (6.15)
We set Λ := {(ν − µ) · ω˜ : (µ, ν) ∈Mmin}. For any L ∈ Λ set
ML := {(µ, ν) ∈Mmin : (ν − µ) · ω˜ = L}. (6.16)
Then all terms of (6.12) where (µ − ν) · ω˜ 6= (α − β) · ω˜ cancel out giving an equation like (6.17)
below, which is the equation satisfied by ζ and involves an error term which by [9] satisfies (6.18).
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Lemma 6.7. ζ satisfies equations
iζ˙J =
1 +̟J(|ζJ |2)
2ω˜J
{
∂ζJE(ΦJ [ζJ ] + ∂ζJZ0(ζ)+
1
4
∑
L∈Λ
∑
(µ,ν)∈ML
(α,β)∈ML
(
νJ
ζµ+βζ
ν+α
ζJ
(
Gµν |R+−σ3B(L)σ3Gαβ
)
+ µJ
ζν+αζ
µ+β
ζJ
(
Gµν |R−−σ3B(L)σ3Gαβ
))
+GJ
}
, (6.17)
where there are fixed c1 and ǫ0 > 0 such that for T > 0 and ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ0) we have
2n∑
J=1
|ω˜|‖GJζJ‖L1[0,T ] ≤ (1 + C0)c1ǫ2. (6.18)
We multiply (6.17) by ζJ ω˜
2
J(1 + aJ (|ζJ |2)), see (5.7). Let
AJ (s) := 4
∫ s
0
ω˜2J (1 + aJ(s)) ds.
Near 0, since aJ(s) = O(s), we have AJ (s) = ω˜
2
Js+O(s
2). By (6.17), we obtain
1
4
2n∑
J=1
d
dt
AJ(|ζJ |2) =
2n∑
J=1
Im[ω˜J∂ζjE(ΦJ [ζJ ])ζJ ] +
2n∑
J=1
Im[ω˜J∂ζJZ0(ζ)]
+
2n∑
J=1
 ω˜J4 ∑
L∈Λ
∑
(µ,ν)∈ML
(α,β)∈ML
Im
(
(νJ − µJ)ζµ+βζν+α
(
Gµν |R+−σ3B(L)σ3Gαβ
))
+ ω˜J Im
(GJ ζ¯J)
 .
The 1st in the r.h.s. equals 0 since E(ΦJ [ζJ ]) = FJ (|ζJ |2) for FJ real valued. Also the 2nd term in
the r.h.s. equals 0. Indeed,∑
J
ω˜J(zJ∂zJZ0 − zJ∂zJZ0) =∑
m,K
aKm(|zK |2)
∑
J
ω˜J (zJ∂zJZ
m − zJ∂zJZm) +
∑
J
∑
m
Zma′Jm(|zJ |2)|zJ |2.
The 2nd term in the r.h.s. is real valued. The 1st term in the r.h.s. is equal to∑
m,K
aKm(|zK |2)
∑
J
ω˜J(zJ∂zJZ
m − zJ∂zJZm) =
∑
m,K
aKm(|zK |2)Zm
∑
J,L
ω˜J(mLJ −mJL) = 0.
where we have used (2.11) for the last equality.
For
GL(ζ) :=
∑
(µ,ν)∈ML
ζµζ
ν
Gµν (6.19)
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we conclude
2n∑
J=1
d
dt
AJ (|ζJ |2) = 1
4
∑
L∈Λ
ω˜ · (ν − µ) Im (GL|R+−σ3B(L)σ3GL)+ 2n∑
J=1
ω˜J Im
(GJ ζ¯J)
=
1
4
∑
L∈Λ
L Im
(
GL|R+−σ3B(L)σ3GL
)
+
2n∑
J=1
ω˜J Im
(GJ ζ¯J) .
We can now substitute R+−σ3B(L) = P.V.
1
−σ3B−L +iπδ(−σ3B−L), which can be defined in terms of
distorted Fourier transform associated to −∆+ V , see [29]. The contribution of the principal value
cancels out because P.V. 1−σ3B−Lσ3 is symmetric. Therefore, we have
2n∑
J=1
d
dt
AJ (|ζJ |2) = −π
4
∑
L∈Λ
L 〈GL|δ(−σ3B − L)σ3GL〉+
2n∑
J=1
ω˜J Im
(GJ ζ¯J) (6.20)
=
π
4
∑
L∈Λ
L>m
L 〈π2GL|δ(B − L)π2GL〉+
∑
L∈Λ
L<−m
|L| 〈π1GL|δ(B − |L|)π1GL〉
+ 2n∑
J=1
ω˜J Im
(GJ ζ¯J) ,
where πj is the projection to the j − th component and we have used
δ(−σ3B − L)σ3 =

(
0 0
0 −δ(B − L)
)
if L > m ,(
δ(−B − L) 0
0 0
)
if L < −m,
and δ(−B − L) = δ(B + L). We claim
〈δ(B − |L|)u|u〉 ≥ 0. (6.21)
Let κ ∈ R, τ ∈ R+ and f : R+ → R smooth strictly monotonic and with f(τ2) = κ. Then for
H = (−∆+ V )Pc, and for û and v̂ distorted Fourier transforms associated to H we have, ch.2 [13],
〈δ(f(H)− κ)u|v〉 = 〈δ(f(ξ2)− κ)û|v̂〉 =
∫
R
dtδ(t− τ)
∫
f(ξ2)=t
û(ξ)v̂(ξ)
dSt
2f ′(t2)t
=
1
2f ′(τ2)τ
∫
|ξ|=τ
û(ξ)v̂(ξ)dS with dS = dSτ ,
with dSt the standard measure on the sphere |ξ| = t in R3. For L > m and f(t) =
√
t+m2 we have
〈δ(B − |L|)u|u〉 = |L|√
L2 −m2
∫
|ξ|=√L2−m2
|û|2dS ≥ 0.
We are are finally able to state in a precise way hypothesis (H4).
(H4) We assume that there is a fixed constant c > 0 s.t. for all ζ ∈ C2n with |ζ| ≤ 1,∑
L∈Λ
L>m
L 〈π2GL|δ(B − L)π2GL〉+
∑
L∈Λ
L<−m
|L| 〈π1GL|δ(B − |L|)π1GL〉 ≥ 4c
π
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
|ζµ+ν |2.
(6.22)
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By an application of Lemma 6.7, (6.20) and (H4) we arrive as in [9] at
2n∑
J=1
d
dt
AJ (|ζJ |2) ≥ c
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
|ζµ+ν |2 +
2n∑
J=1
ω˜J Im
(GJ ζ¯J) .
Using AJ (|ζJ (t)|2) = 4ω2J |ζJ (t)|2 + O(|ζJ (t)|4), (6.15), going back to the z and for c1 the constant
in (6.18), when we integrate the above equation, we get
4
2∑
J=1
ω2J(|zJ(0)|2 − |zJ(t)|2) + c
∑
(µ,ν)∈Mmin
‖zµ+ν‖2L2(0,t) ≤ 3(1 + C0)c1ǫ2.
On the other hand, by the conservation of the energy (5.6) we have |z(t)| . ǫ for a some fixed
constant. So we can conclude, perhaps for a larger c1, that∑
(µ,ν)∈M
‖zµ+ν‖2L2(0,t) ≤ 8c−1c1(1 + C0)ǫ2.
This tells us that ‖zµ+ν‖2L2(0,t) . C20ǫ2 implies ‖zµ+ν‖2L2(0,t) . ǫ2+C0ǫ2 for all (µ, ν) ∈Mmin. This
means that we can take C0 ∼ 1 and completes the proof of Prop. 5.5.
A Proof of (iii) of Lemma 2.2
Lemma A.1. Let f : C→ C satisfy f(eiθz) = eiθf(z). Then, we have
e−iθ∂zRf(e
iθz) = cos θ∂zRf(z)− sin θ∂zIf(z),
e−iθ∂zIf(e
iθz) = sin θ∂zRf(z) + cos θ∂zIf(z).
Proof. We set fθ(z) := f(e
iθz). First, we have
∂zRfθ(z) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(eiθ(z + ε)) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(eiθz + cos θε+ i sin θε)
= cos θ ∂zRf(e
iθz) + sin θ ∂zIf(e
iθz),
∂zIfθ(z) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(eiθ(z + iε)) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(eiθz − sin θε+ i cos θε)
= sin θ ∂zRf(e
iθz) + cos θ ∂zIf(e
iθz).
On the other hand,
∂zRfθ(z) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(eiθ(z + ε) = eiθ
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(z + ε) = eiθ∂zRf(z),
∂zIfθ(z) =
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(eiθ(z + iε) = eiθ
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
f(z + iε) = eiθ∂zIf(z),
Therefore, we have the conclusion.
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Proof of (iii) of Lemma 2.2. We set cJA := C
′
JA(e
iθz)(eiθΞ) and ∂J′RΦ[0] = ψ0, ∂J′IΦ[0] = iψ0.
Then, since C′JA(e
iθz)(eiθΞ) is the unique solution of (2.7) with z,Ξ replaced by eiθz, eiθΞ, we have
0 = Ω
(
∂zJRΦ[e
iθz]|B−σ32 eiθΞ +
2n∑
J′=1
cJ′Rψ0 + icJ′Iψ0
)
= cos θΩ
(
∂zJRΦ[z]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ +
2n∑
J′=1
(cos θcJ′R + sin θcJ′I)ψ0 + (cos θcJ′I − sin θcJ′R)iψ0
)
− sin θΩ
(
∂zJIΦ[z]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ +
2n∑
J′=1
(cos θcJ′R + sin θcJ′I)ψ0 + (cos θcJ′I − sin θcJ′R)iψ0
)
and
0 = Ω
(
∂zJIΦ[e
iθz]|B− σ32 eiθΞ +
2n∑
J′=1
cJ′Rψ0 + icJ′Iψ0
)
= sin θΩ
(
∂zJRΦ[z]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ +
2n∑
J′=1
(cos θcJ′R + sin θcJ′I)ψ0 + (cos θcJ′I − sin θcJ′R)iψ0
)
+ cos θΩ
(
∂zJIΦ[z]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ +
2n∑
J′=1
(cos θcJ′R + sin θcJ′I)ψ0 + (cos θcJ′I − sin θcJ′R)iψ0
)
,
for all J . Therefore, we have
0 = Ω
(
∂zJAΦ[z]|B−
σ3
2 Ξ +
2n∑
J′=1
(cos θcJ′R + sin θcJ′I)ψ0 + (cos θcJ′I − sin θcJ′R)iψ0
)
,
for all J,A.
Since C′J′A′(z)Ξ is a unique solution of (2.7), we have
C′J′R(z)Ξ = cos θcJ′R + sin θcJ′I , C
′
J′I(z)Ξ = − sin θcJ′R + cos θCJ′I .
Therefore, we obtain,
C′J′R(e
iθz)(eiθΞ) = cos θC′J′R(z)Ξ− sin θC′J′I(z)Ξ,
C′J′R(e
iθz)(eiθΞ) = sin θC′J′R(z)Ξ + cos θC
′
J′I(z)Ξ,
Finally, notice that it suffices to show R[eiθz](eiθΞ) = eiθR[z]Ξ.
R[eiθz](eiθΞ) = B−
σ
2 eiθΞ +
2n∑
J′=1
(C′J′R(e
iθz)eiθΞ)ψ0 + (C
′
J′I(e
iθz)eiθΞ)iψ0 =
eiθB−
σ
2 Ξ +
2n∑
J′=1
(C′J′R(cos θC
′
J′R(z)Ξ− sin θC′J′I(z)Ξ)ψ0 + (sin θC′J′R(z)Ξ + cos θC′J′I(z)Ξ)eiθΞ)iψ0
= eiθ
(
B−
σ
2 Ξ+
2n∑
J′=1
(C′J′R(z)Ξ)ψ0 + (C
′
J′I(z)Ξ)iψ0
)
= eiθR[z]Ξ.
Therefore, we have the conclusion.
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